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From 17 November 2020, we began accepting submissions on our Minimum feed-in tariff review 2021-22 via Engage Victoria (www.engage.vic.gov.au). On this website, people were given the opportunity to send us a response to a set of questions we provided.

Your comments on this draft decision:

It's not the first time I contact the commission and I have received ample material to explain the entire process but, let's be frank, it's just a collection of complex bureaucratic excuses to try and justify the fact that Victorian customers are continuously being ripped off by Electricity companies with the approval of the Government.

It is absurd that people like me, who have solar panels and produce way more electricity than they use are forced to pay bills that only a few years ago seemed unreasonable!

I find the entire process disgusting and feel outrage that our rights as customers are NOT defended by any organization, let alone by the VIC Government.

Their website to compare prices is useless, as it is practically impossible to compare prices per KW between companies.

I also find absurd the minimum rebate of 7.5 c per KW, a small fraction of the price in excess of 50 c per KW that companies actually charge! And your complex explanation about the extra costs involved in producing and delivering a KW is NOT satisfying!

I am absolutely disgusted that MY solar panels are in practical terms working for the electricity company, not for me!